Stockman Two-Piece Tag
The tag as tough as you are!

From the company that brought you the original one-piece ear tag comes the Stockman Two-Piece Tag.

The Stockman Two-Piece Tag is a premium two-piece tag with a unique design and a flexible male button; all designed for easy application and to prevent tearing and promote healing.

**Faster Healing and Better Tag Retention**
It’s a proven fact that faster healing means better tag retention. And unlike some brittle two-piece tags, the Stockman Two-Piece Tag male tags feature flexible polyurethane panels. So they won’t snap off when the weather turns cold or your cattle get tangled up in fencing, baler twine or thick brush.

**Outstanding Readability and Durability**
Whether you choose laser printed or blank tags, you mark yourself with the Z Tags® marker, you can rest assured your Stockman Two-Piece Tags will remain readable for years to come. In fact, our laser printed tags are guaranteed readable for the life of the animal.

**Virtually Eliminates Ripped and Torn Ears**
The Z2 No-Tear-Tagger® features a revolutionary dual-action, kick-back jaw that automatically retracts once the tag is inserted. Together with a handy flip-out pin, the Z2 No-Tear-Tagger® virtually eliminates ripped and torn ears.

**A Wide Range of Sizes, Colors and Marking Options**
Stockman Two-Piece Tags are available in your choice of four sizes with two tag marking options. Custom tag design is available on all tag sizes. Tamper Evident tags are available for one time use in secure ID systems.

**Colors: 13 Colors Available**

- Yellow
- Orange
- Dk Green
- Lt Green
- White
- Red
- Dk Blue
- Lt Blue
- Dk Pink
- Lt Pink
- Dk Purple
- Lt Purple
- Salmon

Animal: Good for all sized animals
**Application Instructions**

1. Push the matching male button or male panel up onto the tagger pin in the upper jaw.

2. Insert a female tag (boss facing down) under the front of the holding clamp in the lower jaw of the tagger.

3. Position the tag between the two main cartilages, approximately halfway between the animal’s head and the ear tip. Squeeze the tagger handles firmly closed. When the male and female tags have locked together the tagger jaws will pop open in a reflex action (and the pin may flip out), releasing the tag without tearing the animal’s ear.*

**NOTE:** The female tag must always go on the front of the ear. The male tag is always applied from the back of the ear.

*May also be applied using the Datamars Universal Tag Applicator.

---

**Decoration Methods**

**Tagger: Apply with Z2 No-Tear-Tagger®**

**Universal Tag Applicator**

**Matched Pair Sets** are a combination of an Electronic Identification (EID) tag and a Visual Identification (VID) tag. EID tags greatly improve the livestock tracking and identification processes to assist with traceability and disease control.

**Stockman Two-Piece Tag**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VID</th>
<th>EID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stockman Two-Piece Tag</strong></td>
<td>ComfortEar® Slim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available in Tamper-Evident</td>
<td>Available in HDX &amp; FDX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male and Female Tags Available</td>
<td>Printing: Laser or Tag Marker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printed with 988 Numbers</td>
<td>Printed with 988 Numbers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>